With less than two weeks remaining until the opening of the inaugural East Meets West Film Festival + Forum in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, the Arts Council of Mongolia is very happy to announce the film screening program and the launch of the official festival website.

East Meets West will take place in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia from October 5 – 8, 2010. With support from the Asia-Europe Foundation’s Asia-Europe Cultural Partnerships Initiatives program and the Open Society Institute’s Arts + Culture Program and a host of local donors, ACM will bring together filmmakers and film industry professionals from Asia, Europe, Central Asia, the USA and Mongolia for this very special event, the first of its kind ever to be held in the country.

The film industry in Mongolia is currently in a state of flux, and local filmmakers struggle to make an impact at an international level. As such, ACM identified a great need to bring support and recognition from the global filmmaking community to Mongolia.

A panel of international guests has been invited to meet in Ulaanbaatar to share ideas, screen films and work with Mongolian filmmakers to further the local industry. East Meets West will consist of film screenings with post-viewing discussions and Q&A sessions, a day forum focused on the global film industry and workshops for up-and-coming Mongolian filmmakers.

Information on all films and participants can be found at: www.eastmeetswest.mn. A limited number of tickets to all film screenings (except the Opening Night event) will be available free to the public. As they are offered on a ‘first come, first served’ basis, we strongly suggest arriving at the venue as early as possible to secure a seat. Please see below for the film screening program.

**EAST MEETS WEST FILM PROGRAM OCT 5-8, 2010**

**TENGIS CINEMA, ULAAANBAATAR**

**TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5**
OPENING NIGHT FILM PREMIERE (Invite only)

6.30pm **OPERATION TATAR** Mongolia
Presented by director B. Baatar

**WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6**
6pm **CUT UP – SCHOOL** France
Presented by Daniel Khamdamov

7pm **ANTIQUE** Korea
Presented by director Min Kyu-Dong
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7
6pm  SLOVENIAN GIRL  Slovenia /Germany
     Presented by Nadja Dumah
8pm  THE LIGHT THIEF  Kyrgyzstan
     Presented by Ulan Isakbekov

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8
5pm  NO SUBTITLES NECESSARY: LASZLO + VILMOS  USA
     Presented by director James Chressanthis
7pm  MUNDANE HISTORY  Thailand
     Presented by director Anocha Suwichakornpong

M-CLUB CINEMA, ULAANBAATAR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8
DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL
10am-1pm
EXPERIMENT OF THE CROSS  Kazakhstan
     Presented by director Vladimir Tyulkin
CHEMO  Poland
     Presented by Maciej Nowicki

The East Meets West Film Forum and Festival is facilitated by the Arts Council of Mongolia and supported by the Asia-Europe Foundation’s AECPI program and the Open Society Institute’s Arts + Culture Network Program.

The Arts Council of Mongolia is a non-government organization (NGO) that was founded in 2002 to ensure that the art and culture of Mongolia is sustainably developed, promoted and preserved. www.artscouncil.mn

The Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF) was established in February 1997 under the framework of the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) process. ASEF advances mutual understanding and collaboration between the people of Asia and Europe through intellectual, cultural, and people-to-people exchanges. www.asef.org

The Arts and Culture Program of the Open Society Institute promotes cultural and artistic collaboration throughout the Soros foundations network; fosters structural changes in cultural policy; and helps develop an autonomous and innovative arts sector. www.soros.org

The East Meets West Film Forum + Festival is further supported by these generous sponsors:

Tavan Bogd, Kempinski Hotel, Tengis Cinema, Sound Of Mongolia, iLoft Function House, Modern Nomads, the US Embassy in Mongolia, the French Embassy in Mongolia, M-Club, Xanadu Wines, the NTV, Arts + Culture Department of City Governor’s Office, MNB, NTV, C1 and Education TV.

WWW.EASTMEETSWEST.MN

For more information, images or interview requests for East Meets West, please contact Alicia Kish, Marketing + Communications Coordinator at the Arts Council of Mongolia education@artscouncil.mn or +976 11 319 017 / +976 9587 6417